
    



        

                            

                
            
                
                
                    We use cookies to give you the best online experience. By agreeing you accept the use of cookies in accordance with our cookie policy.
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                    Privacy Settings

                    When you visit any web site, it may store or retrieve information on your browser, mostly in the form of cookies. Control your personal Cookie Services here.
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                    These cookies are essential in order to enable you to move around the website and use its features. Without these cookies basic services cannot be provided.

 WordpressWordpress

The default cookies used by WordPress are session and comment cookies. The session cookies track a user's session, and the comment cookies remember a commenter's details. 
	wp-settings-time-1
	 wp-settings-1
	 wordpress_test_cookie
	 wordpress_sec_
	 wordpress_logged_in_




These cookies allow the website to remember choices you make (such as your user name, language or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features. These cookies can also be used to remember changes you have made to text size, fonts and other parts of web pages that you can customize. They may also be used to provide services you have asked for such as watching a video or commenting on a blog. The information these cookies collect may be anonymized and they cannot track your browsing activity on other websites.

 ClaudFlareClaudFlare

Our website uses Cloudflare cookies and other similar technologies (collectively in this Policy, "cookies"), in order to provide a better service to you, to help keep your account safe, and to generally improve our Websites and Services. Cookies perform essential functions, such as ensuring a webpage loads correctly and securely. They also help us provide you with a consistent and efficient experience. For example, we may use cookies to remember which language you prefer, to remember that you are a repeat visitor so we can direct you to the appropriate part of our Websites, or to present you with services that are matched to your preferences.
	cfmrk_cic
	 _biz_uid
	 _biz_pendingA
	 _biz_nA
	 _biz_flagsA
	 CF_VERIFIED_DEVICE_81542213f9d294cee00036fbafa22a93b88f3c0faf6cdc9a63446090c276d3e7



 Adobe TargetAdobe Target

Adobe Target uses cookies to give website operators the ability to test which online content and offers are more relevant to visitors.
	mbox
	 _mkto_trk




These cookies collect information about how visitors use a website, for instance which pages visitors go to most often, and if they get error messages from web pages. These cookies don’t collect information that identifies a visitor. All information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. It is only used to improve how a website works.

 Google AdSenseGoogle AdSense

AdSense uses cookies to improve advertising. Some common applications are to target advertising based on what's relevant to a user, to improve reporting on campaign performance and to avoid showing ads that the user has already seen. Cookies themselves contain no personally identifiable information.
	_gcl_au



 HotJarHotJar

Hotjar Tracking Code cookies are set on a visitor's browser when they visit a website that loads the Hotjar Tracking Code. These cookies allow the Hotjar Tracking Code to function correctly.
	_hjSession_3881638
	 _hjSessionUser_3881638



 FacebookFacebook

The Facebook pixel enables us to measure, evaluate and optimize the effectiveness of Facebook ads for statistical and market research purposes. 
	facebook-pixel_elKW__fb-pixel
	 facebook-pixel_dzQR__fb-pixel
	 facebook-pixel_VVgx__fb-pixel
	 facebook-pixel_OwdI__fb-pixel



 Google AnalyticsGoogle Analytics

Cookies and similar technologies used for analytics help collect data that allows services to understand how you interact with a particular service. These insights allow services to both improve content and build better features that enhance your experience.
	_ga
	 google-analytics_v4_nzcr__session_counter
	 google-analytics_v4_nzcr__let
	 google-analytics_v4_nzcr__ga4
	 google-analytics_v4_nzcr__engagementStart
	 google-analytics_v4_nzcr__engagementDuration
	 google-analytics_v4_nzcr__counter
	 google-analytics_v4_SQqy__session_counter
	 google-analytics_v4_SQqy__let
	 google-analytics_v4_SQqy__ga4
	 google-analytics_v4_SQqy__engagementStart
	 google-analytics_v4_SQqy__engagementDuration
	 google-analytics_v4_SQqy__counter
	 google-analytics_v4_SQqy___z_ga_audiences
	 google-analytics_v4_60a4__session_counter
	 google-analytics_v4_60a4__let
	 google-analytics_v4_60a4__ga4
	 google-analytics_v4_60a4__engagementStart
	 google-analytics_v4_60a4__engagementPaused
	 google-analytics_v4_60a4__engagementDuration
	 google-analytics_v4_60a4__counter
	 _gcl_au
	 _ga_SQCRB0TXZW
	 _ga_PHVG60J2FD
	 _ga_8P3X67YFL9
	 _ga_8BK794H3J9




These cookies are used by Youtube, Google, Twitter, and Facebook to deliver adverts that are relevant to you and your interests. They are also used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement as well as help measure the effectiveness of the advertising campaign. 

 FacebookFacebook

The Facebook pixel enables us to measure, evaluate and optimize the effectiveness of Facebook ads for statistical and market research purposes. 
	facebook-pixel_elKW__fb-pixel
	 facebook-pixel_dzQR__fb-pixel
	 facebook-pixel_VVgx__fb-pixel
	 facebook-pixel_OwdI__fb-pixel
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